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Would Like To Meet A Woman To Chat With Date Birthday 09.25.1982 In 2012, Josh Hook set about
to ensure that Tokyo Police Club did not become a one-trick pony. While Camp Cope took the
influence of his earlier noise-rock project You Blew It! and applied it to hop-hop pop, his new band is
all about jazz-inflected rock. Hook wanted to change things up, and though Camp Cope set the stage
for a fun, funky, club-ready record, Champion shows there's still an unshakeable core of darkness
within him. In the past, you could look at a record like Champ as one of Josh Hook's psychotropic
experiments. Records like Indelible, You Blew It!, and Camp Cope all represent attempts to change
up not only the sound of the band, but the way music is being made. All of a sudden, there was
something that sounded new and fresh, and he felt that something was still needed, but that it could
be applied to pop music as well. . He wanted to make sure that even though his fans would love it, he
could still be adventurous, and he could still move it along. Like its predecessor, Champ is a
conceptual record that builds upon the themes of the Camp Cope album, but it's a record that takes
some of the more heavy-handed philosophies of Camp Cope and uses them to make something that
sounds like one of his favorite music. . Recorded in the fall of 2011 at their own studio near Atlanta,
the band took out its biggest guns for this record, recruiting legendary record producers from the
South: Mike "Shake" Simpson and Anthony Marr for the rhythm section; as well as frequent Camp
Cope collaborator Daniel Zott, whom the band met while traveling to Zott's hometown of Brooklyn,
N.Y. They started pulling in guests from all over, including a stellar cast of guest MCs: Nas (who got
a lifetime guarantee of one of the hip-hop artist's verses), Shabazz Palaces' Black Star, Ian Isiah from
The Good Men, and Tiyonah from the late-great hip-hop group Brand Nubian. . "We wanted to take a
chance on something that was pretty different from what we do," Hook says. "We're not a jazz band,
but we wanted something that was a little bit out there, and the 79a2804d6b
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